Based on the principles of the prevention rules
described in the "Plan against COVID-19. Year
2020/21" of the University of Huelva, and the
availability of classrooms to teach according to the
limitations of capacity, all the training activities and
evaluation systems described in this document (in
the scenario A) will be FACE-TO-FACE.

Information about timetables and classrooms:
http://www.uhu.es/etsi/estudiantes-2/incoming-students/

Addendum to the Course
Information
Year 2020-2021
Possible adaptations due to COVID 19:
 Scenario A: Face-to-face reduced schedule
 Scenario B: Face-to-face suspended schedule

Bachelor in Computer Science Engineering

General Information of the Course
Name:

Programming Fundamentals

Code:

606010104

Year: 1º

Semester: 1º

Course Information
http://www.uhu.es/etsi/estudiantes-2/incoming-students/

SCENARIO A
Syllabus adaptation

Adequacy of training activities and teaching methodologies
Training activity

Type*

Theoretical sessions
Problem solving sessions
Sessions in laboratory or computer classroom

Online
Online
Face-to-face

* Face-to-face/Online

Description of teaching methodologies used for each training activity
Theoretial sessions and problem solving sessions: These two training activitie will be carried out in online format
(videconferences, etc). Face-to-face training activities are described in the teaching guide.
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Description of teaching methodologies used for each training activity (continued)

Adaptation of evaluation system (continuous assessment)
Evaluation system

Type*

Practical defense
Problems /theory exam - Objective test (test type)

Face-to-face
Synchronous

Percentage
50
50

* Face-to-face, Synchronous, Asynchronous

Description of evaluation system
All face-to-face evaluation systems are described in the teaching guide.
Examination Sitting I (February)

Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a synchronous test type exam which the student must solve
different problems and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the
semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). Throughout the semester there will be 2 partial tests about
laboratory practices. The maximum score of this criterion is 50% of the final grade. The first test will have a
maximum score of 1.5 points out of 5 and the second of 3.5 points out of 5. A minimum attendance to 80% of
practical sessions is required. Final grades will be calculated as follows:

Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)
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Description of evaluation system (continued)

Examination Sitting II (September)
Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a synchronous test type exam which the student must solve
different problems and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the
semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). It will consist of a single practical exam in a computer lab, to
solve one or more practical exercises. Final grades will be calculated as follows:
Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)
Examination Sitting III and Extraordinary
Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a synchronous test type exam which the student must solve
different problems and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the
semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). It will consist of a single practical exam in a computer lab, to
solve one or more practical exercises. Final grades will be calculated as follows:
Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)

Adaptation of evaluation system (final assessment)
Evaluation system

Type*
Face-to-face
Face-to-face

Practical defense
Problems /theory exam

Percentage
50
50

* Face-to-face, Synchronous, Asynchronous

Description of evaluation system
Face-to-face final assessment is described in the teaching guide. Those students who want to benefit from the final

single evaluation must communicate it in the first two weeks of the subject, or in the two weeks following enrolment
if it has occurred after the beginning of the subject. To do this, a link will be enabled on the web of the subject.
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SCENARIO B
Syllabus adaptation

Adequacy of training activities and teaching methodologies
Training activity

Type*

Theoretical sessions
Problem solving sessions
Sessions in laboratory or computer classroom

Online
Online
Online

* In scenario B, all the training activities will be carried out online

Description of teaching methodologies used for each training activity
All these training activities will take place online using Moodle platform tools and videoconferences.
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Adaptation of evaluation system (continuous assessment)
Evaluation system

Type*

Practical Defense - Open answer written exam
Problems /theory exam - Objective test (test type)

Synchronous
Synchronous

Percentage
50
50

* In scenario B, all the evaluation system will be carried out online

Description of evaluation system
All the evaluation system will be on-line synchronous and will use some of the tools provided by the University of
Huelva, mainly through the platform Moodle and/or videoconferences.
Examination Sitting I (February)

Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a test type exam in which the student must solve different
problems and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). Throughout the semester there will be 2 partial tests about
laboratory practices. The maximum score of this criterion is 50% of the final grade. The first test will have a
maximum score of 1.5 points out of 5 and the second of 3.5 points out of 5. A minimum attendance to 80% of
practical sessions is required. Final grades will be calculated as follows:
Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)
Examination Sitting II (September)
Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a written test in which the student must solve different problems
and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). It will consist of a single practical exam in a computer lab, to
solve one or more practical exercises. Final grades will be calculated as follows:
Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)
Examination Sitting III and Extraordinary
Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a written test in which the student must solve different problems
and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). It will consist of a single practical exam in a computer lab, to
solve one or more practical exercises. Final grades will be calculated as follows:
Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)
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Adaptation of evaluation system (final assessment)
Evaluation system

Type*

Open answer written test - practical defense
Problems /theory exam - Objective test (test type)

Synchronous
Synchronous

Percentage
50
50

* In scenario B, all the evaluation system will be carried out online

Description of evaluation system
All the evaluation system will be on-line synchronous and will use some of the tools provided by the University of
Huelva, mainly through the platform Moodle and/or videoconferences. Those students who want to benefit

from the final single evaluation must communicate it in the first two weeks of the subject, or in the two
weeks following enrolment if it has occurred after the beginning of the subject. To do this, a link will be
enabled on the web of the subject.

Theory / Problems Exam. It will consist of a written test in which the student must solve different problems
and / or theoretical questions related to the topics of theory developed during the semester.
Practices (practical exams in computer lab). It will consist of a single practical exam to solve one or more
practical exercises. Final grades will be calculated as follows:
Final Grade = 0.5 * (Theory / Problems Exam) + 0.5 * (Practical score)
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